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Abstract

In contemporary media culture, social media have become important publics of care for young people with a serious illness. While much previous research has focused on the positive aspects of online support networks, this article investigates the affective experience of what we call ‘ugly media feelings’, such as envy, shame, annoyance, irritation and scepticism, based on an in-depth interview study of 25 young Danish cancer patients’ (aged 15–29) experiences of social media. We argue that ugly media feelings can be analysed, firstly, as indirect revelations of the communicative ideals and media investments that young cancer patients make when they turn to social media during their illnesses and, secondly, as entangled with media cultural changes that have created new affectively unpredictable spaces for interacting about serious illness outside home and health institutions.
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1. Introduction

Research on cancer patients’ use of digital media and communities has predominantly explored and focused on the therapeutic, supportive and relational potentials of these technologies (Kingod, et al., 2017). This article takes a different approach by investigating the negative or even ‘ugly’ — in the sense of traditionally ‘unwanted’, ‘unprestigious’ or ‘undesired’ — feelings produced when young (current or former) cancer patients engage in cancer communication on social media. It presents the results of a thematic analysis of 25 qualitative interviews with young Danish cancer patients (aged 15–29). In general, the interviews support the idea that social media are central sources of ‘peer-to-peer’ relations, experiential knowledge and affective support for young cancer patients, but it also nuances the simplistic equation of social media with
therapeutic and relational support. In 21 of the 25 interviews the involved young people shared experiences with social media that were described as e.g., irritating, depressing, sad, characterised by scepticism, shameful or disappointing. The article seeks to understand how, when and why these ‘ugly media feelings’ — defined as negative and undesired affects linked to (social) media practices — are created according to the young (previous or current) cancer patients involved in the study.

The three key research questions addressed in this article are:

- Which negative/ugly feelings are articulated in relation to which social media practices by the young people involved in the interviews?
- How is the production of these ugly media feelings described and explained by the participants?
- How do these ugly media feelings relate to broader media, cultural and health institutional changes?

After presenting the theoretical framework of the analysis and the methods and ethical consideration underlying the study, this paper will focus on the informants’ articulation of ugly media feelings in relation to four aspects of social media use: 1) reading the cancer experiences of others; 2) sharing one’s own cancer experiences; 3) receiving comments to one’s own shared cancer experiences; and 4) communication of cancer on social media in general.

In general, we found that the patients in the study used social media to maintain a sense of agency/control during illness and build supportive relations. As a consequence, the article shows that ‘ugly media feelings’ seem to occur when social media instead become intertwined with actual or imagined experiences of suspended agency and social disconnection. Last but not least, this article discusses whether ugly media feelings might be inherently intertwined with the formation of new semi-public forms of illness communication and ‘sick roles’ that transgress the boundaries and more stable social contracts of home and health institutions.

Despite its focus on negative affect, the aim of the article is not to paint a pessimistic picture of the influence of social media on young cancer patients. On the contrary, it contributes to existing knowledge about the existential importance of social media when young people are suffering from a serious or even terminal illness such as cancer, and provides new insights into the affective complexity of reading, following and sharing cancer experiences as a young person. In other words, we show that although social media for a majority of our informants are experienced as a mainly positive aspect of their life, 1) almost all of them have experienced negative feelings in relation to illness-related social media use; and 2) some of them experience social media as predominantly problematic or affectively disturbing.

Inspired by American cultural theorist and feminist scholar Sianne Ngai, we understand ugly feelings as both informative and productive forces. In *Ugly feelings*, Ngai (2004) in particular takes interest in minor and unprestigious feelings as envy, irritation or disgust — in contrast to major and powerful feelings like anger and rage or classic Aristotelian emotions as horror and pity. According to Ngai the examination of the dynamics and aesthetics of these marginal and often ambiguous emotions opens for critical understandings of late modernity. In this article we ask what ugly feelings can tell us about current media and illness practices instead of using them as evaluations of whether or not social media are good or bad for the psychosocial well-being of young cancer patients. With reference to Sara Ahmed’s (2004) work on the *Cultural politics of emotion*, we underline how feelings are negotiated in the public sphere and shaped by and through social relations, in this case specifically on social media. In that way, this paper adds complexity and balance to the therapeutically orientated research approach to young cancer patients’ use of social media, but without giving a pessimistic and ‘panicky’ account of social media (Drotner, 1999). Our goal is rather to explore what these negative affects can potentially teach us about present entanglements of social media and lived cancer experiences, and about broader rearrangements of the social position and public visibility of illness narratives. Hopefully, this research will hereby contribute to creating a fuller and more detailed
understanding of the everyday use and affective-existential complexity (Lagerkvist, 2017) or ambivalence (Phillips and Milner, 2017) of simultaneously living a life with cancer and living a life with social media.

2. Existing research

2.1. Young cancer patients and social media

Every year, more than 40,000 Danes are diagnosed with cancer, and approximately 300,000 individuals currently live with the disease in Denmark (NORDCAN, 2018). Approximately 500 young Danes aged 15–29 are annually diagnosed with cancer (Sperling, et al., 2015). Research has shown that this patient group experiences multiple serious psychosocial consequences of the disease — not least because it disrupts fundamental processes linked to the transition from childhood to adulthood (Boisen, et al., 2013; Graugaard, 2013).

Over the last 20 years, health communication and media studies research has investigated adult cancer patients’ engagement with various forms of communication such as peer support groups, e-mail lists, Web sites and message boards (Hardey, 2002; Høybye, et al., 2005; Orgad, 2005; Sharf, 1997), cancer blogging (Heilferty, 2009; Keim-Malpass, Baernholdt, et al., 2013) and social networking sites like Facebook (Bender, et al., 2011; Erfani, et al., 2013), Twitter (Sugawara, et al., 2012; Tsuya, et al., 2014), Instagram (Vraga, et al., 2018) and YouTube (Foley, et al., 2015). The content shared by cancer patients on social media has been shown to be predominantly experiential and opinion-based rather than focused on medical knowledge (Chiu and Hsieh, 2012; Kim and Gillham, 2015). This underlines the fact that patients often focus on the psychosocial dimensions of illness when using social media (Keim-Malpass, Albrecht, et al., 2013; Ressler, et al., 2012). Erfani, et al.’s literature review, as well as their own study of a Facebook cancer community, demonstrate (Erfani, et al., 2017) that there is a positive relationship between use of Facebook and patients’ psychological well-being as they are able to find both emotional and informational support online. Jiang (2017) also found a positive relationship in his study of cancer patients social media use, but notes that well-being is also strongly associated with how actively engaged the user herself is (e.g., in terms of looking for information, posting), and how well users are able to manage their own feelings. In their study of young cancer patients use of different communication channels for relational interaction, Darabos, et al. (2019) aptly points out that whereas most studies of the use of media by cancer patients have focused on social support, little is still known about the relational impact of cancer-related media use on feelings.

While general cancer patients’ use of the Internet and social media is well-researched, there is still limited research-based knowledge on how young cancer patients use social media for various cancer-related purposes and experience living with a cancer disease in a cultural situation where social media are increasingly important. A few international studies on adolescent and/or young adult cancer patients have been conducted with particular focus on digital media. A study by Abrol, et al. (2017) emphasises the importance of social media for young cancer patients and their relational importance during illness. In that study, 41.6 percent of young cancer patients (102 respondents between the age of 15 and 24) described social media as “essential” to their life, and 51 percent stated that they kept in touch with patients they had met through social media during treatment (Abrol, et al., 2017). Kim and Gilman explore main themes in posts shared by 46 young adult (aged 20–29) cancer patients on blogs and conclude that the 10 main themes are: physical burdens, future prospects, isolation (physical and psychological), guilt, mortality, images of cancer, creating a positive attitude, healthcare, online social interaction and cancer survivorship (Kim and Gillham, 2013). In a study of two blogs by young cancer patients, Nesby and Salamonsen show that blogs “may contribute rather unique experience-based knowledge and reflections about existential issues to other young blog readers, who may otherwise not get access to this aspect of life” and that through the genre of the illness blog, “youth stand out as more competent when it comes to illness and healthcare issues than what is often presumed” [1].
As shown, existing research on (young) cancer patients and the Internet has, to a large extent, stayed within a discourse of patient empowerment by primarily exploring social media platforms as channels for exchanging information or for interpersonal support. Despite the importance of understanding social media as a tool to cope with illness and stabilise the self in crisis, such a therapeutic approach often seems to underexplore the complexities and dilemmas related to sharing experiences and engaging with cancer on social media — for instance, how social media can also produce discomfort or stress. Although it draws on previous findings concerning levels of media use, content, user motivations and therapeutic potentials in existing health communication studies, this article will therefore begin with the (media studies) premise that social media platforms are not only empowering tools for patients, but also multifaceted and contextualised platforms that are entangled with cancer narratives, publics and experiences in new, underexplored ways.

This study adds to existing research on cancer patients’ use of the Internet and social media by focusing on a group of young patients (aged 15–29) who are often overlooked in studies (young users tend to be viewed simply as general users) and by focusing on their complex affective experiences of social media during cancer. In doing this, this article also contributes with new empirical knowledge about young cancer patients to a field of social media research on other illnesses or disruptions highlighting the multiple and sometimes conflicting cultural, affective and temporal practices of living a life with both social media and bodily or health challenges (Lagerkvist, 2017; Lupton, 2016; McCosker, 2013; Papacharissi, 2018; Pitts, 2004; Tembeck, 2016; Tiidenberg and Gómez Cruz, 2015; Tucker and Goodings, 2017; Ytreberg, 2019).

2.2. Social media, affect and illness

The potential negative effect of social media use on (affective) well-being has been researched and contested intensively over the last decades. While individual studies, such as Sherry Turkle’s work on rising forms of digitally connected loneliness and discontent [2], has explored the general negative emotional effects of digital and social media use, recent meta-reviews studies of the psychological effect of social media use have found only a small negative effect on psychological well-being, also in regard to adolescents (Orben and Przybylski, 2019; Appel, et al., 2020; Saiphoo, et al., 2020; Toma, et al., 2020). Appel, et al.’s (2020) meta-review concludes that there is no basis in existent research for claiming that social media has dramatic effects on people’s psychological well-being. Their analysis of other meta-reviews demonstrates a small negative effect of SNS use on measures such as loneliness, self-esteem, life satisfaction, or self-reported depression. Saiphoo, et al.’s (2020) meta-review shows that there is a small negative relationship between SNS use and self-esteem, and in addition found that the relationship was more prevalent when measuring problematic SNS use (i.e., addictive SNS use). This leads them to conclude that more studies of the positive effects of social media use are needed (see also Casale and Bianchi [2020]). Hawi and Samaha (2017) also argue that there is a correlation between social media addiction and low self-esteem, but not necessarily between social media addiction and dissatisfaction with life in general. A smaller meta-review study of the use of social media and psychological wellbeing (in information studies) shows that SNS use predominantly has positive effects (Erfani and Abedin, 2018). These meta-reviews also demonstrate that many of the studies on the relation between social media use and psychological well-being have been carried out in the U.S., drawing on cohorts of healthy college students, and that many apply a one-dimensional approach to what well-being is (e.g., conflating it with self-esteem).

Based on these meta-reviews it is perhaps not surprising that cancer patients — like any other social media user — can experience some level of negative emotions when using social media. In the field of research dealing with cancer patients’ use of social media, this research theme is however undere xplored as most studies have focused on positive user effects like de-isolation, peer support and reduced loneliness (see the previous section 2.1). Furthermore, if we look across the field of (social) media studies in general, this research on negative feelings related to social media as something else/more than bad and undesired consequences of media use (e.g., low self-esteem) is an important contribution in itself. This article is innovative in this context by transgressing the understanding of negative feelings as bad consequences of media use gone
wrong. Instead it investigates negativity as important empirical material for an analysis of the affective complexity of living a life with social media as a young cancer patient.

The notions of ‘ugly media feelings’ and ‘negative affect’ play central roles in our article as we explore young cancer patients’ articulations of a particular dark range of immediate and visceral bodily responses that occur as part of their cancer-related use and experience of social media. In some of the foundational theories on ‘the affective turn’, the distinction between affect and emotion was crucial. ‘Affect’ designated a spontaneous, transindividual, non-conscious force or intensity transmitted (and complicating the borders) between bodies, while ‘emotion’ was used to describe the cognitive categorisation, simplification and individualisation of these more primary or immediate affects (e.g., as sadness, anger, love) (Brennan, 2004; Clough, 2008; Massumi, 2002). Later work has tried to extract cognition and meaning-making from the distinction between affect and emotion, instead stressing that emotions are more personal/individual and demarcated, while affect is more pre-personal, relational and dispersed (Anderson, 2014; Ngai, 2004; Tucker and Goodings, 2017). For the purpose of this article, we will not distinguish between affect and emotions, and we use the terms interchangeably. In doing this, we follow the work of Margaret Wetherell, Sara Ahmed and Lisa Blackman, who have argued that creating too clear-cut distinctions between affect and emotions produces a problematic split between body and mind (as well as individual and collective) that does not acknowledge the complex ways in which cognitive, personal, cultural and social processes influence how affect and emotions are produced, circulated and sensed (Ahmed, 2004; Blackman, 2012; Wetherell, 2012).

Research on affect and social media is a rapidly growing field (Paasonen, et al., 2015; Parikka, 2010; Sampson, et al., 2018). and has focused on various affective dimensions, including how social media facilitate rapid processes of affective contagion, virality, political mobilisation and crowding (Knudsen and Stage, 2012; Munster, 2013; Papacharissi, 2014; Sampson, 2012); how social media platforms offer new (safe) spaces where affect can be expressed in cultural communities based on shared norms, ideologies, discrimination or existential crises (Benski and Fisher, 2013; Döveling, et al., 2018; Raun, 2012); and how social media platforms themselves become able to track and respond to the moods and affects of users due to new forms of artificial intelligence and sentiment analysis (McStay, 2018). The scholarship on illness, social media and affect is of course more limited (Stage, 2017; Stage, et al., 2020; Tucker and Goodings, 2017). An important exception is McCosker’s work on e.g., the affective labour of illness bloggers (McCosker, 2013) and health influencers taking part in affective and “peer-led support practices” on social media in relation to mental health issues (McCosker, 2018). Another important contribution is Tucker and Goodings’ work on the digital atmosphere in online peer support groups for people suffering from mental illness (Tucker and Goodings, 2017). They emphasise the caring atmosphere as crucial, but also that the community itself produces distress in relation to, for instance, entering the group and sharing something for the first time, or if a member suddenly deletes their account, which causes uncertainty and anxiety among the remaining members. Tucker and Goodings therefore conclude that the idea that the explored online community is simply a tool for expressing distress is “too simplistic; as it does not draw attention to the multiple ways that experiences of distress are shaped by being enveloped within digital atmospheres” [3].

Our article contributes to this existing line of research by focusing more specifically on the empirical field of young cancer patients and trying to outline a broader register of ugly media feelings related to this group’s use and experience of social media. The focus on a variety of ugly feelings is also a contribution to the relatively small number of (not affect-orientated) studies that stress the potentially disturbing implications of sharing illness on digital media by investing e.g., fake illness stories online (Enli, 2015), cultural codes in online breast cancer communities (Orgad, 2006) and the privatisation of illness, responsibility and treatment supported by personal illness blogs (Pitts, 2004). In focusing on the analytical and critical potentials of exploring negative or ugly feelings on social media, we have been inspired by Susanna Paasonen’s work on the affective ambivalence and constant affective modulations taking place on and through social media via their entanglement with a “complex nexus of personal histories, life-events, surroundings, and encounters (...)” (Paasonen, 2016). Paasonen stresses that social media...
platforms should be approached as affectively ambivalent and polyrhythmic attention technologies (Paasonen, 2018, 2016) and that “the distractions of social media are bound to escape one-sided positive affective management — and their allure may just as well draw on their disturbing qualities” (Paasonen, 2016). Following this, we are also indebted to Sara Ahmed’s critique of the cultural obsession with happiness, which is intrinsically linked to the reproduction of norms and assumptions regarding the objects and life forms that would ensure a happy life (Ahmed, 2010). Due to these norms and assumptions, cultural negativities are positioned as practices to be avoided or ignored due to their unhappy and uncomfortable inclinations, rather than phenomena that should be explored as important aspects of current (media) cultures.

Another crucial inspiration is Sianne Ngai’s research on how late capitalism — and its emphasis of individual willpower, productivity and growth — produces experiences of suspended agency that motivate ugly feelings like envy, irritation or anxiety. Ngai, in other words, tries to understand ugly feelings as more than simply individual reactions or idiosyncrasies, but rather as crucial material for analysing current cultural transformations and predicaments as they call “attention to real social experience and a certain kind of historical truth” [4]. Our concept of ‘ugly media feelings’, referring to negative and undesired affects linked to (social) media practices, explores the same affective range as the one described by Ngai, but with a specific focus on articulations of negative affect in relation to the use or experience of social media. Following Ngai (2004), we use the concept of ‘ugly media feelings’ to describe and understand the negative, and often undesired, affect that can be produced when young cancer patients read, share or interact about cancer experiences on social media — and thus to reflect on the link between these ugly media feelings and broader media and cultural transformations.

This line of ‘grey’ affect research — represented here by Paasonen, Ahmed and Ngai — is interesting in terms of understanding cancer communication on social media, as it offers an approach focused on understanding and identifying affective complexity and negativity as a crucial component of social media life with illness. Furthermore, it accentuates that negative affect should not be analytically approached as simply bad. On the contrary, it is often an interesting vehicle for cultural analysis and critical reflection. In other words, we take from Paasonen, Ahmed and Ngai an affirmative interest in how focusing on negative affect might produce new knowledge about cancer communication on social media by not beginning with the usual research question: “Is social media good for the well-being of cancer patients?”

Instead, this article asks how and why ugly feelings are produced, and what they might tell us about the complex social media lives of young cancer patients. Ugly media feelings have been underexplored in health communication research on cancer patients’ use of the Internet (and social media), and the article’s main contribution to this field is therefore to produce knowledge about this topic.

3. Methods and ethics

The 25 interviews analysed in this article were made as part of a research project that also completed a comprehensive survey mapping 205 current or former Danish cancer patients’ social media use (respondents were between 15 and 29 years old when the survey was conducted). The survey consisted of five main sections, which focused on 1) the respondents’ general use of social media; 2) general use of social media in relation to their cancer; 3) own sharing of cancer content and formation of relationships on social media; 4) use of social media in relation to different phases of the treatment process; and 5) general information concerning the respondents. The results of the survey have been published elsewhere (Stage, et al., 2020, 2019) and will only be mentioned briefly in this article, which will instead focus on the recurring theme of affective negativity in the interviews.
The survey included the opportunity to indicate whether the respondent wanted to be contacted for an interview. In order to create the largest possible demographic and geographical diversity, 25 young patients were selected (see Table 1). The 25 interviews aimed to create more in-depth knowledge about young cancer patients’ use and experience of social media.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Cancer type</th>
<th>Treatment status</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Primary social media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Zealand</td>
<td>Snapchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Zealand</td>
<td>Snapchat Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ovarian</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Zealand</td>
<td>Facebook Snapchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Leukemia</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Facebook Snapchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Soft tissue</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Instagram Snapchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Zealand</td>
<td>Snapchat Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Birthmark</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Snapchat Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>Facebook Instagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Lymphoma</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Ovarian</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Instagram Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Facebook Snapchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Birthmark</td>
<td>Chemo</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>LinkedIn Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Bone</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Eye</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Birthmark</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Instagram Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: 25 interview informants.
The interviews were conducted as recorded semi-structured interviews based on an interview guide focused on the same five main themes as the survey (Kvale, 2007). As part of the preparatory work, we also asked patients to find specific posts from their social media profiles and take screenshots of 1) the first post they shared after the cancer diagnosis; 2) a typical post; 3) a (potentially imagined) screenshot of something the informant would never share or regretted sharing; 4) a screenshot that referred to the informant’s best experience with social media in connection with cancer; and 5) the worst experience with social media in connection with cancer. Using screenshots as an integral part of the interviews (Rose, 2012) allowed the informant to reflect on experiences and media behaviour that do not always unfold easily in a spontaneous interview, as well as enabling more dialogic conversations.

The interviews required a number of ethical considerations, especially because the informants might be in a vulnerable state, but also because they might be very different from each other with varying wants and needs (Franzke, et al., 2020). The interviews were based on informed consent with the possibility to withdraw from the study at any time and without sanctions. A part of the project’s ethical basis was therefore to adapt the interviews to the informants’ conditions. The informants decided where the interviews should take place (at home, in a public space, at the researcher’s office, on the phone), and the duration varied because we wanted the interaction to be defined by how much the informants were willing to share. Anonymity was optional, and 12 out of 25 informants chose this possibility, while 13 chose to be mentioned by name. This choice is reflected in the representation of their statements below.

The 642 pages of interview transcripts were processed and analyzed by the authors through the following steps. First, the large set of transcripts was data reduced (Lindlof and Taylor, 2011) through a reading and selection process where quotes providing information about the key research foci of the project were retained, grouped and condensed into recurring themes (Braun and Clarke, 2006). This process provided detailed information about 1) respondents’ general use of social media; 2) their general use of social media in relation to their cancer disease; 3) their own sharing of cancer content and formation of relationships on social media; and 4) their use of social media in relation to different phases of the treatment process (Stage, et al., 2020, 2019). Various types of unexpected or undesired affective encounters with media were documented in this first reading, but not in a sufficiently systematic way. The authors therefore decided to reread the entire dataset with a particular focus on 1) if articulations of negative affects were present in the interview (this was the case in 21 of 25 interviews); and 2) which types of negative affect were mentioned in the transcripts (e.g., shame, irritation). After this open coding of specific negative affects, the authors identified how these affects were articulated by the respondents as linked to different media practices (Couldry, 2004): 1) reading the cancer experiences of others;
2) sharing one’s own cancer experiences; 3) receiving comments to one’s own shared cancer experiences; and 4) communication of cancer on social media in general. Subsequently, mentions of specific ugly feelings (e.g., irritation) in relation to each of these media practices were grouped. This was done in order to identify central ‘affective themes’ articulated by the respondents in relation to each of the media practices (e.g. nervousness in relation to personal sharing or ‘annoyance’ in relation to receiving comments). The analysis will be structured by the four media practices and explore in-depth the key affective themes mentioned by the respondents in relation to the particular media practice.

4. Analysis

General findings in the survey and interviews are that young Danish cancer patients use social media to communicate with their network and follow the lives of others (Stage, et al., 2020, 2019). The patients use social media in many different ways, but a majority uses them for sharing material about their own disease, reading other patients’ experiences or actively interacting with these patients. Overall, the reason for using social media is to gain insight into experiences they would otherwise not have access to in their social circle, and half of the respondents find that reading other people’s cancer stories can make them feel less alone. In that way, social media are used as a central resource for the creation of networks between young people and for finding knowledge about other young cancer patients.

However, this is not the whole story. Throughout the interviews, ugly media feelings are articulated in multiple ways that need to be analysed to acknowledge the affective complexities of social media use for younger cancer patients. To do this, we explore how ugly media feelings arise in different communicative connections or contexts in order to clarify when and how these feelings are experienced in relation to social media use. The first of these contexts is when young cancer patients read or follow the cancer experiences of others on social media.

4.1. Reading and following cancer experiences: Sadness, stuckness and irritation

Although reading other young people’s cancer narratives on social media is most often described as a positive source of de-isolation, it is also clear that some participants in the study try to avoid this type of material because of its ability to trigger feelings of fear, sadness and depression. A female (28) uses the word “depressing” about the communication taking place in cancer communities on social media, which has brought her to leave most of these groups and turn off notifications in order to avoid constant and unwanted information. She had a great initial desire to connect with other patients in groups, but they ended up making her too “sad”.

Some participants describe sadness, depression and fear as an effect of encountering a media text with a particular emotional quality, which then affectively rubs off on their own mood, while others view these feelings as linked to a process of identification. In the latter case, negative affect occurs because the young person is afraid that they ‘will be next’ and thus take over the suffering subject position represented in the social media communication in question. Karoline (22) e.g., describes why she stopped reading a particular blogger, as “I did not feel like being confronted with the fact that she did not have any hair, and what if that also happens to me?” A male (26) also explains that he left a particular patient group because several members entered a terminal phase “and I couldn’t cope with that, because I was afraid that I would also be declared terminal”. As shown, this type of ugly media feeling is often caused by actual encounters with the communication of others but can also be the result of imagined potential outcomes for the informants themselves, for instance when searching for illness narratives and experiences. In both cases, ugly media feelings are treated by the young informants as phenomena to be strategically avoided, either by abandoning platforms, groups or profiles or by not using them in the first place (Light and Cassidy, 2014). Some of these choices are permanent, while others are taken during day-to-day negotiations of personal affective states and moods.
A different emotional range is described by several participants who explain how the sharing practices of others in their network, who are not patients, can also create sadness and a sense of pressure or being ‘left behind’. For instance, Jesper (28) describes a slightly envious feeling of being on hold — or of suspended agency — motivated by encounters with social media communication in his personal network:

“And then it happened that I was lying at home watching how other people were out traveling and enjoying themselves. (...) Well, it was insanely tough for me to see how well everyone else was doing. I can even remember that I found out through Facebook, while I was sick, that my former girlfriend for six years had become pregnant and everything. I felt that life was completely on hold for me, although it moved on for everyone else” (Jesper, male, 28).

A female (24) adds to this by articulating a feeling of “pressure” and “bad consciousness” linked to a tension between being tied to one’s bed and seeing that “the world moves on” on social media. These examples stress that ugly media feelings are not only linked to communication about actual cancer experiences, but can also be triggered by the ‘normal’ communication of achievements and experiences of peers who are not ill.

A different emotional response among the participants in the study is the irritation linked to content shared by other patients. Irritation seems to relate to either experiences of receiving illness information that is ‘too much’ — e.g., too personal or too extensive — or to reading narratives of illness that are perceived as told in a wrong way or as not nuanced enough when compared to the experiences of the reader. A male (22) for instance feels that his personal limits were transgressed in a group where someone posted intimate images of body parts that had been removed through surgery. Karoline (22) also feels that people often overshare when they post cancer narratives on social media: “Facebook is a bit like: ‘Now you all have to hear my story, and now you all have to like my post because I have cancer’.”

A related source of irritation is when cancer patients feel that other patients tell overly positive or heroic narratives that somehow monopolise or idealise the actual and stressful experience of having cancer. Rikke (24) explains:

“(…) If you’ve not run that marathon or written that book and been the heroic type, right, who just copes with the fact that you have cancer in a really cool way, then what? What if you’re actually feeling pretty bad and have a stress disorder and things like that? Because that’s a bit how I felt, right? I didn’t think I had, honestly, accomplished a lot with this disease (…) And are you then not an awesome cancer patient or what?” (Interview, Rikke, 24).

A female (29) adds to this feeling of misrepresentation by articulating her dissatisfaction with ‘quest narratives’ (Frank, 1995), where illness is turned into something positive and life-transforming: “And then there is the thing where people write like ‘I don’t wish it any other way’ or ‘It has taught me a lot about life’ and so on ... I would clearly have preferred it any other way”.

4.2. Sharing personal cancer posts: Nervousness and shame

As shown, ugly media feelings related to the social media communication of other patients take on different shapes in the material, e.g., as sadness and fear linked to depressing content or bad news, feelings of being stuck or left behind when reading the updates of non-patients on social media...
media or irritation at encountering communication that is perceived as too personal, too strategic or too much in line with heroic cancer discourses.

Ugly media feelings are, however, not only linked to the communication of other patients, but can also be an aspect of the participants’ own sharing of cancer experiences. Here, the emotional range seems to move from sadness, stickiness and irritation to nervousness and shame — that is, negative feelings that are generally more focused on the potential and distressing lack of validation of the communicating self on social media. Questions like “Will I harm anyone with my communication?”, “What will others think of me in light of my sharing?”, “Should I have communicated differently?” or “Am I connecting or disconnecting with my network through sharing?” seem to be crucial. Ugly media feelings are in this regard less linked to actual communicative actions of others, or to a feeling of not being able to act, and more to an affective process of communicative self-reflection and relational attentiveness.

An example is Victoria (15) who explains that she initially limited her illness communication on social media in order not to make her family more sad about her condition: “What restrained me from sharing during that period when it (cf., the diagnosis) happened was that it affected my family quite a lot” (...). “I asked my family if it was okay to share something. And, I don’t know, for some reason I just felt that it would make them sad or something like that”. A female (29) also explains that she avoided sharing sad images to avoid upsetting her mother: “She would have found it very distressing, and then I didn’t want to make her sad”.

A different aspect is articulated by various participants who are afraid of being perceived as ‘oversharers’ (Raun, 2017) or patients strategically sharing to become objects of pity and attention. Tea (20) holds back communication because she does not “want to be the type that people find extremely annoying (...) I think that is the reason why I restrain myself, because I think a lot about what people think of me and what they think about my actions”. A male (29) also points to accusations of oversharing to explain why he did not share very much about his illness on Facebook. He describes the sharing style that he does not want to be identified with: “I think we all have that one Facebook friend who shares everything and where you can’t help thinking: Please, no more. Stop yourself”. The same male, however, also describes how his lack of communication about illness created a feeling of bad consciousness and pressure building up over time because his friends and relatives demanded some sort of update on his situation.

Amanda (27) links reflections on self and sharing to the feeling of shame and describes the feeling as an indirect result of her joy of sharing and getting response, rather than as a reason not to share in the first place. Amanda feels ashamed both because she finds the positive response nice and comforting and because she is afraid that her network will look at her as a strategic sharer:

> “I guess I feel ashamed. About the likes, and what I said earlier, but it gives me a really positive and nice feeling when someone appreciates what I share”. Sharing cancer content “(...) automatically generates a lot of likes, and in the beginning I felt a little ashamed because this was not the reason why I shared it, actually. It was not to get likes, sincerely, because it was more of a therapeutic thing for me and a very vulnerable thing to share. But still I have to struggle with the feeling I get when I share something because the ‘cancer card’ automatically generates a lot of likes on Instagram” (Amanda, female, 27).

As shown, ugly media feelings related to the young person’s own sharing practices include nervousness about making relatives sad and fear of or shame related to being perceived as a strategic sharer and/or oversharer. Moving on to ugly media feelings in relation to (lacking) comments on or responses to shared content, the emotional range takes a more annoyed and disappointed tone.
4.3 Receiving responses and comments: Annoyance, disappointment and discomfort

The participants generally find social media useful as public spheres for accessing and sharing personal and supportive approaches to illness, and positive accounts and interaction are the norm (Stage, et al., 2020). In other words, sharers seem to expect to be supported, not confronted or treated thoughtlessly, when it comes to their shared perspectives on living with an illness. This also implies that non-empathetic responses (e.g., comments or private messages) can become a source of annoyance.

Cecilie (18) — a terminal patient during the time of the interview — describes how she feels provoked by people who comment on her posts or contact her on social media without being able to understand how their communication might affect her negatively:

“(...). some of the people who write to me really piss me off (...). Like when they don't have cancer themselves or don’t know anyone from their families who has cancer, then it is really hard to understand what it means and then what they write becomes really impersonal. They don’t understand you. (...) Many also write to tell me that their husband or wife has just died from (a rare cancer disease), and that is like ... why do I need to hear about that? (...). It happens a lot. Especially if I write a long post. Then I receive 17 private messages about random stuff. (...) Yes, or they tell me: ‘I know for sure that you will be cured’, and I am actually sitting here reading it and I know that I will not get well. It is like they don’t understand my situation. And then I have to try to accept it although other people think that they can save you. I find that very annoying”.

Not being understood or respected in one’s own subjective experience of illness is also a source of annoyance for a female informant (26). She describes an occurrence where someone “questioned whether the feeling I had was correct. And that is nonsense (...).” A female participant (24) shares a similar experience of non-validation, caused by a comment that disregarded her unpleasant encounter with an impolite child in a public space by telling a new story about racism as a different kind of public discrimination. The participant felt that this ‘second story’ (Page, 2012) hijacked her illness experience and turned it into something different: “How was that even related to my post?”

A female participant (25) more explicitly describes the difference between expected supportive comments and the negative impact of insensitive comments. She shared a post on the bad weather keeping her from going outside, and describes how the pleasant comments told her to just stay inside and enjoy the day. But one comment indicated that she should just put on some more clothes, and the participant felt that it hinted that she was lazy or “not doing anything”. All these examples indicate that comments that question or hijack the experience of the poster seems to be a common source of ugly media feelings among sharers of cancer content.

However, it is not only insensitive or non-validating comments that can spur ugly feelings. A lack of comments — experienced as receivers being silent or uninterested in what is shared about illness — can also create e.g., feelings of disappointment. A female (28) set up a Facebook group where her friends and family could follow her treatment, but she explains that she “didn’t quite get the interaction that I wanted. I would have liked more. It was mostly in the beginning when people were more affected that I received longer and more comments. At some point it became a routine, and then interaction was more limited, or people gave a like or a heart or ....”

A male participant (29) had a similar experience of disappointment regarding the level of interaction in relation to his posts, and he uses this experience to articulate a piece of advice:
“(…) then they just liked it or something, right? or gave a heart. No, it actually surprised me. If I was asked about my most important advice to a person’s network, if the person gets cancer, then it would be: Write to the person, ask how the person is doing, at least show the person that you have been thinking about them and that you care”.

A last range of ugly media feelings related to responses from followers is less focused on specific insensitive comments, but rather on the sheer volume of responses or attention that can become discomfiting in itself. Some participants have experienced such a sudden upsurge in public interest, while others explain that unwanted attention from strangers is one of the reasons why they avoid communicating about their illness on social media in the first place. Emma (24), for instance, had a public profile where she shared posts about her illness, and when a Danish celebrity commented on one of her updates, she faced a rapid increase in comments and followers. That made her consider making her “profile private again, because I found it a bit unpleasant that people visited and followed my profile only because they thought that I had some sort of relation to a popstar”. A male patient (29) explains how he avoided public communication of particular and more negative issues because he didn’t want to be part of a “shitstorm”: “I didn’t have the strength to receive a lot of calls or to face strangers who would talk shit to me or something”.

4.4. Expressing general social media feelings: Scepticism

As shown, ugly media feelings related to responses from followers/readers include irritation and annoyance after insensitive comments/messages, disappointment about too little interaction and discomfort about too much (actual or imagined) attention. A final aspect of ugly media feelings in the empirical material is less specifically linked to particular media practices but rather seems to express some participants’ broader negative understanding of social media and their role in society. A female (28) explains that she is generally very “sceptical” towards social media and the trend that people share “the moment”, because it often creates inferiority complexes among receivers and supports stereotypical understandings of what cancer is (e.g., a war or something to be overcome through heroic activities) (Sontag, 1991). Another female (29) also feels general “scepticism” towards cancer communication on social media and wants to avoid being associated with an understanding of cancer patients as ‘warriors’: “I don’t want people to associate me with such a dreadful notion or their own stereotypes regarding what cancer is”. Following these examples, social media are understood as inauthentic because they afford superficial relations and promote problematic illness discourses (Syvertsen and Enli, 2020).

Kasper (29) likewise describes himself as “sceptical”. However, he focuses more on how social media disseminates disinformation about cancer and treatment, but also how users tend to find information that they already agree on. According to Kasper, social media support the spread of unscientific information, and therefore he has strong reservations when it comes to searching for information about illness. “Something like: It is actually the sunscreen that gives you skin cancer. It doesn’t protect you. And if you just sunbathe without sunscreen, then everything will be fine. (…) Stuff like that actually triggers me. Not much does, but this does”.

A female participant (29) shares the same concern regarding misinformation but instead frames medical information found on social media as a source of unnecessary worries. Social media and the Internet are thus constituted as a counterpoint to trustworthy medical information by this participant: “I trust the hospital and the doctors and what they tell me. And I have decided to trust the info that they give me. If something is not working, then I should contact them and call them, I should not begin googling a lot of stuff, because that’s dangerous”.

As shown, the feeling of “scepticism” is used by the participants to describe a range of general concerns about inauthenticity, misinformation and illness stereotypes on social media. Scepticism thus seems to explain a generally restrained or cautious approach to sharing or reading about illness narratives and medical information. It thus signals the participants’ critical preoccupation with ‘healthy’ or even ‘authentic’ social relations and information sharing.
4.5. Why study ugly media feelings?

We do not regard the articulation of ugly media feelings we observed in 21 out of the 25 interviews as a reason to conclude that social media are bad for young cancer patients. On the contrary, the general patterns of the analysis suggest that social media are crucial ‘mediated lifelines’ (Lagerkvist and Andersson, 2017) used for peer support and exchange of experiential knowledge. The specific articulations of ‘ugly media feelings’ can, however, still teach us something important about the imagined or experienced failures of these ‘lifelines’ and about the worries and disconnections that are also part of social media life as a young cancer patient.

We would suggest that ugly media feelings should generally be approached both as 1) indirect revelations of the communicative ideals and media investments (Probyn, 2005) of young cancer patients when they use social media during their illness; and 2) linked to media and health institutional changes that have created new affectively unpredictable spaces for interacting about serious illness. A counterargument to such an approach is that the ugly feelings identified in the material actually have very little to do with social media. It is unsurprising that cancer patients experience ugly feelings of sadness and anxiety during the existential crisis of getting and living with cancer, and therefore these feelings are not particularly linked to processes of mediation. Media in this line of thinking simply becomes a channel for expressing existential anxieties. Another already mentioned objection could be that ugly feelings are an inherent part of using social media, which constantly entangle the self in affectively ambivalent experiences of e.g., social comparison, context collapse, self-evaluation, compulsive checking and algorithmic datafication (Bucher, 2018; Karppi, 2018; Lovink, 2019; Syvertsen and Enli, 2020). In other words, ugly feelings could be argued to be quite ordinary feelings for social media users and not specifically salient among ill users (see section 2.1).

Facing these counterarguments, we would argue that ugly media feelings are produced in complex relational configurations of social media, patients, others users and illnesses. Young cancer patients are of course also ‘ordinary social media users’, potentially influenced by wider affective economies, as well as ‘ordinary patients’ with a disease and its inherent affective distress. However, concluding the analysis here would miss out on the opportunity to understand what can be learned about social media life as a young cancer patient by scrutinising moments of affective negativity. As argued, we suggest approaching ugly media feelings as an entry point to understanding the positive media ideals of this user group through the situations where these investments fail (thereby creating moments of affective negativity), and how wider cultural transformations of current patient practices — in terms of where, how and with whom cancer experiences are shared — might partly explain the ugly media feelings outlined above.

In our study, young cancer patients in general use and engage with social media as ‘participatory patients’ (Stacey, 1997) who take on the responsibility of searching for knowledge, lived experiences and connections that create a sense of control or de-isolation in the midst of the existential crisis of illness. But social media also constitute an ambivalent arena (Phillips and Milner, 2017), where supportive communication and existential support co-exist with an array of more unpredictable communicative flows. On the one hand, social media are crucial for the everyday life of many young cancer patients — as also stressed in existing research (Abrol, et al., 2017) — but on the other hand, they are difficult to control in terms of the informative and connective processes that they enable. In that sense, social media are ‘tensional’ or ‘dis/connective’ for younger cancer patients; they are important resources or tools for finding information and establishing relations that help them cope with and shape the affective life of illness, but these processes take shape on platforms where disconnections, unwanted information/contact and sharing norms entangle — and sometimes clash — with the desire to connect, know and share during an existential crisis. Social media thus simultaneously produce multiple positive relational outcomes and experiences of disconnection, ‘wrong’ narratives and ‘being stuck’ in unwanted interaction. Our point is that the salience of ‘ugly media feelings” in the interviews is exactly linked to this ambivalence, and that they can be understood as moments of affective disruption where patients’ desired use of social media for support, peer connections, trustworthy information, agency and existential control is both blocked and indirectly revealed.
According to Ngai (2004) the attention to ugly feelings — understood as mainly passive and non-cathartic states of feeling such as anxiety or irritation — allows us to examine moments of stagnation and ambiguity, which is a significant part of coming to terms with serious illness as a young cancer patient. This also shows to be the case across the findings of negative and ugly feelings in our material. In the analysis above, sadness and fear linked to, e.g., depressing content or bad news reveals an obstructed wish for communicative positivity and vitality; the feeling of being stuck or left behind when reading the updates of non-patients on social media reveals a blocked desire for narrative progression beyond illness, while irritation over posts that are perceived as overly personal and strategic reveals a hindered longing for ‘authentic’ dialogue and relationships. Irritation over insensitive comments reveals a blocked desire for unconditional support; disappointment indicates an unfulfilled wish for more substantial interaction with relatives, while shame at feeling the warmth of likes and comments reveals the goal of being perceived as a genuine communicator. Last but not least, general social media ‘scepticism’ reveals a disappointed desire for media that can be trusted and used for establishing meaningful relations during life with a serious illness. Thus, the ugly feelings prove to be productive in the sense that they reveal disturbed communicative and social ideals and point towards feelings of suspended agency entangled with online illness communication.

Besides this, these ugly media feelings can also be understood as a consequence of media and health institutional changes that move personal accounts of illness outside both the private sphere and health institutions. Here, receivers of personal illness experiences are not related to the patients through the social contracts of family members or friends or by the formalised roles of physicians or nurses. Illness is instead suddenly shared in algorithmically and relationally complex media ecologies where norms related to different types of respondents (e.g., friends, family or strangers), private vs. public communication and the culturally appropriate way of narrating illness are often more opaque and debatable. This produces a more unpredictable space for interacting about illness. It is to some extent socially unclear what is ‘too much’ or ‘not enough’ in terms of sharing and responding practices, whether narratives should focus on positivity or be as ‘realistic’ as possible, and whether they should be shared in private or public settings. Therefore, we would argue, ugly media feelings potentially become a more engrained part of this type of illness interaction.

In light of this, the salience of ugly media feelings in our material can be understood as intertwined with the formation of new semi-public and algorithmically complex forms of illness communication and new ‘sick roles’ (Parsons, 1951) that transgress the boundaries and more stable social contracts of home and health institutions. It is in other words less clear what is suitable in terms of sharing and responding to personal illness experiences, and therefore the risk of subjective experiences of norm violations or social disconnection is substantial. In that way, studying ugly media feelings also allow us to understand current cultural and technological transformations of how illness circulates and stimulates interaction in new ways.

5. Conclusion

This article has investigated young Danish cancer patients’ use and experience of social media. It has shown that negative feelings are articulated in relation to four different aspects of social media use: 1) reading the cancer experiences of others; 2) sharing one’s own cancer experience; 3) receiving comments on shared cancer experiences; and 4) communication of cancer on social media as a general activity. Central ugly media feelings related to the social media communication of other patients are sadness and fear linked to depressing content or bad news, feelings of being stuck or left behind when reading the updates of non-patients on social media and the irritation of encountering communication that is perceived as too personal, too strategic or too much in line with heroic cancer discourses. Typical ugly media feelings related to the young person’s own sharing practices include nervousness about making relatives sad and fear of or shame related to being perceived as a strategic sharer and/or oversharer. Ugly media feelings triggered by responses from followers/readers include annoyance at insensitive
comments/messages, disappointment about too little interaction and discomfort about too much (actual or imagined) attention. Last but not least, some participants articulate a more general feeling of “scepticism” to describe a range of general concerns about inauthenticity, misinformation and illness stereotypes on social media and to explain a generally restrained or cautious approach to sharing or reading about cancer and medical information.

Ugly media feelings can be analysed, firstly, as indirect revelations of the communicative ideals and media investments (Probyn, 2005) that young cancer patients make when they turn to social media during their illness. Ugly media feelings in other words constitute moments of disruption where patients’ desired use of social media for support, peer connections, trustworthy information, agency and existential control is both blocked and indirectly revealed through affective negativity. Secondly, ugly media feelings could be explored as entangled with media cultural changes that have created new affectively unpredictable spaces for interacting about serious illness outside home and health institutions. In this media cultural situation, social media have become important publics of care during illness (by facilitating social bonds between peers with relatively rare diseases), but also arenas for either imagined or actual communicative mismatches, context collapses and ugly media feelings triggered by encountering too much or too little information from all the wrong people.

This research contributes to existing health communication research on cancer patients’ use of social media by acknowledging and giving a detailed account of the affective complexity of this practice. It furthermore adds to research on the relationship between social media use and emotional well-being in media studies by approaching negative affective moments of disconnection and suspended agency as analytical material that indirectly allows us to understand the more affirmative media investments and ideals of cancer patients. In making these contributions, this article complicates what Kling (2000) has termed the ‘standard model’ approach to digital technologies — where technology is framed as a tool that is implemented to reach certain positive goals (e.g., well-being or happiness) — in favour of a more culturally contextualised analysis that prioritizes a detailed account of the social situations where affective negativity is produced. Going back to Sara Ahmed, the findings thereby transgress an implicit prioritization of happiness in health communication and media research. Instead of overlooking negativity or framing it as a consequence of bad or undesired media use, the results emphasises that negativity should be studied in detail to give a nuanced account of the lived social media experiences of young cancer patients.
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